The increased computational performance in science and engineering has led to the strong need for arithmetic intensive parallel computing, CUDA (Compute Unified Device Architecture) 
Introduction
With the development of modern society, the traditional serial computing technologies could not meet the requirements of increased computational performance in science and engineering where the intensive parallel computing technology becomes a development trend [1] . CUDA and OpenCL are intensive parallel computing technologies that are proposed in recent years, having a great expanse of application prospect in the field of high performance computing. CUDA is a general purpose parallel computing architecture proposed by NVIDIA [2] , enabling programmers solve many complex computational problems in a more efficient way on NVIDIA GPUs than on a CPU. OpenCL is an open royalty-free standard for general purpose parallel programming across CPUs, GPUs and other processors, enabling software developers fully use the computing power of these heterogeneous processing platforms [3, 4] . Here we discuss the intensive parallel computing technologies based on CUDA and OpenCL by applying them on the smoking simulation based on real-time physics.
The computer simulation has a wide application value in modern society [5] [6] . The simulation based on real-time physics reflects the real law of the real world, which provides more real simulation results and becomes a trend in the field of computer simulation. It has a great research and application value in the field of science research, computer animation and medical simulation. The smoking simulation is a difficult spot because of its irregular appearance, matte surface and impressionable motion state. The smoke is fluid and in Physics the exact mathematical formula which describes the fluid motion is the Navier-Stokes (N-S) equations [7] . However, the solution for the N-S equations is very sensitive to time step, easily leading to divergent results. In 1999, Stam presented a solution for unconditional stable fluid, which made it possible to simulate fluid with arbitrary time step and captured the basic feature of the fluid motion by introducing semi-Lagrangian approach [8] . As the solution for N-S equation is time-consuming and hard to solve it in real-time.
In this paper, we adopt Computational Fluid Dynamics method to build the 3D smoking simulation model and render the smoke by using 3D texture volume rendering method. In order to realize realtime 3D smoking simulation, we respectively adopt CUDA and OpenCL parallel computing technologies applied on different hardware platforms, achieving the solving of 3D smoking simulation in parallel. During the solution, we design the parallel program based on CUDA and OpenCL according to different platform feature to minimize the memory transfer and memory access time, maximize parallel execution and minimize different execution paths within the parallel program.
Overview of CUDA and OpenCL

CUDA
CUDA is a parallel computing architecture that treats GPU as data parallel computing device. In CUDA programming model, CPU is the Host that is in charge of logical task and GPU is the Coprocessor or Device that accomplishes computing task in parallel. There can be one Host and several Devices in a system. CPU and GPU own its memory addresses respectively: Host memory and Device memory [2] . The functions executed on GPU are kernel functions and CUDA maps computing tasks of kernel functions to large amount of parallel threads that is called and executed by hardware dynamically, as shown in Figure 1 CUDA memory spaces include global memory, local memory, shared memory, texture memory, constant memory and registers. CUDA global memory space permits read/write access to all threads, exhibiting the high memory bandwidth but have great access latency. CUDA shared memory is a fast on-chip memory of low-latency that is private to threads in the same block, to avoid redundant transfers from global memory. CUDA local memory space is private to each thread and generally isn't used until there are not enough registers for the thread. CUDA constant memory is read only memory to store the frequently visited read only parameters.
OpenCL
OpenCL is an open royalty-free standard for general purpose parallel programming across CPUs, GPUs and EMPU, enabling software developers fully use the power of these heterogeneous processing platforms [3] . OpenCL provides a low-level hardware abstraction plus a framework to support portable yet efficient code. By creating an efficient, close-to-the-metal programming interface, OpenCL will form the foundation layer of a parallel computing ecosystem of platform-independent tools, middleware and applications.
OpenCL platform model consists of a host connected to one or more OpenCL devices. OpenCL manipulate kernels, memory and programs by creating a context. Once a context is created, OpenCL programs can be compiled at runtime by passing the source code to OpenCL compilation functions as arrays of strings. After an OpenCL program is compiled, handles can be obtained for kernel functions contained in the program. The kernels can then be launched on devices within the OpenCL context. OpenCL host-device memory transfer operations and kernels are executed by queuing them into one of the command queues associated with the target device. OpenCL program execution is shown in Figure  2 . An index space is defined when the host submit a kernel for execution. An instance of the kernel executes for each point in this index space. The index space consist of several work-groups, each workgroup composed by several work-items and work-items within the work-group are executed in parallel. Work-items have access to four different memory regions when executing a kernel: global memory region permits read/write access to all work-items in all work-groups, local memory is consistent across work-items in a single work-group at a work-group barrier, private memory are defined in one work-item and not visible to another work-items, constant memory is read-only. 
3D Smoking Simulation Model and CPU Execution in Series
The state of smoke depends on its density, temperature and velocity. Suppose that smoke is noncompressible fluid which has constant temperature [9] , so smoking simulation model can be expressed by non-compressible fluid N-S governing equations:
The right sides of equation (2) are advection, pressure gradient, diffusion and external force of velocity field. We adopt the solution in paper [8] to solve the N-S equation. The smoke can be described by its velocity field and density field.
The right sides of equation (4) are advection, diffusion and generalized source of density field. u is divergence-free velocity field,
. P % is projection operator that calculates the divergence-free part of a vector field [10] . n is coefficient of kinematics viscosity, r is smoke density field, k is diffusion coefficient, s is the generalized source.
The velocity field and density field of the smoking simulation model are considered to be stored in a cubic that is divided into N N N´ grids [11] . The density and velocity of the boundary grid are 0.
We adopt Finite Difference Method to solve the smoking simulation model. For velocity field, we solve the external force, diffusion, advection and divergence-free part of velocity field in order. For density field, we solve the generalized source, diffusion and advection in order after working out the divergence-free velocity field of the smoke.
To show the visual effect of smoking, we need to render the smoke after working out the density field. We adopt hardware acceleration based 3D texture rendering method to render the smoke [12] [13] [14] . We firstly have volume data preprocessing, slices generation and texture generation. Then the texture memory data is submitted to OpenGL hardware mixing function to synthesize images. CPU execution of smoking simulation in series is shown in Figure 3 . 
Parallel Program Design
Firstly, velocity field and density field in the host machine will be transmitted to OpenCL device; and then parallel solve velocity field and density field and transmit the density field to parallel computing the rendering parts: data preprocessing, slices generation and texture generation. Finally the slices will be transferred back to the host for rendering. Figure 4 illustrates the whole procedure. Parallel program design based on CUDA and OpenCL should consider the following aspects: minimizing data transfers between the host and the device and memory access time, maximizing parallel execution and minimize different execution paths within the parallel program. 
. Data transfers between the host and the device
Optimizing memory usage starts with minimizing data transfers between the host and the device because those transfers have much lower bandwidth than internal device data transfers [15] [16] [17] . A method minimizing data transfer between the host and the device is to move more code from the host to the device, even if that means running kernels with low parallelism computations. Sometimes the overhead time of calculating data is much less than that of transferring data, so when some data are specially needed, data are recalculated to avoid the data transferring. Intermediate data structures should be created in device memory, operated on by the device, and destroyed without ever being mapped by the host or copied to host memory. Batching many small transfers into one larger transfer performs significantly better than making each transfer separately. Memory transfers' rate of different hardware platforms is inseparably close to the performance of the hardware platforms.
Using shared (OpenCL Local) memory
The effective bandwidth of each memory space depends significantly on the memory access pattern; shared memory (OpenCL local memory) is much faster than local and global memory. In fact, shared memory latency is roughly 100x lower than global memory latency. When we need to access the data in device memory for many times, to reduce access time, we transfer these data from device memory to shared memory (OpenCL local memory) and process the data in it. After processing these data, we transfer it back to the device memory.
For example, the diffusion of the velocity field of the smoking simulation model can be calculated by the following equation (5 Gauss-Seidel (G-S) iteration to solve equation (5) with iterations 0 n . The pseudo code for solving velocity diffusion in series is shown in Table 2 . Suppose the global memory and OpenCL local (CUDA shared) memory are big enough to load all the data needed for solving velocity diffusion. The pseudo code of kernel function for solving velocity diffusion in parallel by using global memory and by using OpenCL local (CUDA shared) memory are shown in Table 3 . 
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Using built-in vector data
OpenCL devices use vector data structure to allow programs visiting multiple data at one time, for example float4, float8 and float16, which can efficiently reducing the memory access time. The current CPU implementations for x86 processors often make best use of SSE when kernels are written with explicit use of float4 types. AMD GPUs use vector architecture, and typically achieve best performance when kernels operate on four-element vector types (such as float4). Nvidia GPUs use a scalar processor architecture for individual processing elements, making them highly efficient on both scalar and vector data type.
Maximizing parallel execution
By keeping the multiprocessors as busy as possible and merging kernels, we can maximize parallel execution.
Keeping the multiprocessors busy
The parallel program should fully use the multiprocessors to process data. One of the keys to good performance is to keep the multiprocessors on the device as busy as possible. A device with more multiprocessors will automatically execute a kernel in less time than a device with fewer multiprocessors.
Merging kernels
If we execute the same kernel, such as kernel diffuse_local, to process different data for 0 t times in order, we can merge 0 t kernels of diffuse_local into a new kernel diffuse_local3 to reduce overhead of launching the same kernel diffuse_local 0 t times. Suppose there is enough OpenCL local memory to load the needed data, the pseudo code of the merged kernel is in the right side of 
Minimizing different execution paths
Any flow control instruction can significantly affect the instruction throughput by causing threads of the same warp to diverge; that is, to follow different execution paths. When all the different execution paths have completed, the threads converge back to the same execution path which increasing the total number of instructions execution. To obtain best performance, the controlling condition should be written so as to minimize the number of different execution paths.
In 3D smoking simulation model, the density and velocity of a grid are determined by its density and velocity a time step before and its 6 adjacent grids' density and velocity. When using OpenCL local (CUDA shared) memory, OpenCL work-group (CUDA block) size affects the number of different execution paths in the kernel.
When data to be processed is mass or the OpenCL work-group (CUDA block) size is not big enough or the OpenCL local (CUDA shared) memory could not load all the data, we should process the data in several work-groups (CUDA blocks). In some case, this division would lead to overhead boundary process which results in different execution paths in the kernel. The more work-groups it divided to, the more execution paths it is. The max OpenCL work-group (CUDA block) size and OpenCL local (CUDA shared) memory vary in different hardware platforms. We should design the parallel program according to the special features of the hardware platforms. In 3D smoking simulation model, the grid scale is 32 32 32´a nd density and velocity data is stored as float. There are 1024 float data in one layer of density field or velocity field. As the max OpenCL work-group size of Intel E7400 CPU is 1024 and the OpenCL local memory size is 32KB, it could load one layer of density field or velocity field data in one work group. But for the hardware platforms that the max OpenCL work-group (CUDA block) size is 512 or 256, we should divide one layer of data into two or four OpenCL work-groups (CUDA blocks) which increase the overhead boundary process and the number of different execution paths in the kernel. Figure 5 illustrates different work-groups size results in different data division. The pseudo code of the diffusion kernel with max OpenCL work-group (CUDA block) size 1024 and 512 is shown in Table 5 . Table 7 compare the Data transfers between host and device of OpenCL implementation on the Intel E7400 CPU and AMD ATI HD 5850 with that of CUDA implementation and OpenCL implementation on the NVIDIA GeForce 9600GT and NVIDIA Tesla C1060. The result in Table 7 shows that the data transfer time between Host and Device of Intel E7400 CPU is almost the same. As the Host memory and Device memory are on the same memory of Intel E7400 CPU. On AMD or NVIDIA GPUs, the time of data transfer from Host to Device is less time than the time of data transfer from Device to Host.
Comparison of memory transfer time
Using Vector Data
The comparison of parallel computing time by using scalar data and vector data on different hardware platforms, as shown in Table 8 Research On Intel CPU and AMD GPU, OpenCL implementation achieves better performance when kernels operate on four-element vector types, On NVIDIA GPUs, OpenCL implementation achieves highly efficient on both scalar and vector data type.
Using shared (OpenCL local) memory
The comparison of parallel computing time by using global memory and local memory with different work-group size on different hardware platforms is shown in Table 9 . Experimental results in Table 9 show that OpenCL implementations on Intel E7400 CPU have more parallel computing time by using local memory than using global memory. The OpenCL implementations map all memory spaces on the same hardware cache, a kernel which use local memory might have more access time than that uses a global memory. OpenCL implementations and CUDA implementation on GPU have less parallel computing time by using local memory than using global memory, because the local memory is a fast on-chip memory of low-latency and the access time of local memory is less than that of global memory.
Merging kernels
On AMD HD 5850, the OpenCL local memory is 32KB and is big enough to merge three diffusion kernels into a bigger one. The result of kernel mergence is shown in Table 10 . Results in Table 10 shows that after merging three diffusion kernels into a bigger one, the total kernel execution time has reduced and it achieve a more efficient execution.
Final results of parallel computing of 3D smoking simulation
Typical intercepted frames of 3D real-time smoking simulation are shown in Figure 6 On Intel E7400 CPU, the execution time of the serial execution of the 3D smoking simulation is: solution for N-S equations: 171.206ms, solution for render: 3.840ms. Running on 4 hardware platforms by using OpenCL or CUDA, the best solving time is listed in Table 11 . The results in Table 11 shows that adopting CUDA and OpenCL parallel computing technologies to realize 3D real-time smoking simulation has superior advantages in aspect of real-time equality while the result satisfies the requirement of authenticity.
Conclusion
In this paper, we discuss CUDA and OpenCL parallel computing using the simulation of 3D smoking, solve the real-time smoking simulation model based on the Navier-Stokes (N-S) equations by arithmetic intensive parallel computing on different hardware platforms, and have realized the 3D realtime smoking simulation. In the process of parallel solving, programs are designed according to the features of different hardware platforms using CUDA and OpenCL, to get the minimum time of memory access and memory transfers, and the maximum parallel execution and minimum the number of different execution paths. The result shows: compared with CPU serial programming, CUDA and OpenCL parallel computing technologies have predominant operability and inevitable efficiency advantages on arithmetic intensive parallel computing.
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